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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is the purpose of a short straddle option strategy?
A. To anticipate very high volatility in the price of the
underlying commodity
B. To anticipate lower volatility in the price of the
underlying commodity
C. To anticipate moderately high volatility in the price of the

underlying commodity
D. To anticipate increasing volatility in the price of the
underlying commodity
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are responsible for managing two Storage Foundation 5.0
servers, Srv1 and Srv2. You want to permanently move a disk
group from Srv1 to Srv2. However, the Srv2 already has a disk
group with the same name. You need to move the disk group
without making modifications to the data on the disks. You also
need to ensure that the disk group import is permanent on Srv2.
What should you do?
A. Unmirror and unencapsulate the disk group.
B. Import the disk group on Srv2 as is.
C. Rename the disk group during deport operation.
D. Import the disk group and rename it on Srv2.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Welche der folgenden Themen befasst sich MOST mit der
Gestaltung neuer oder geÃ¤nderter Dienste?
A. Service Design
B. Ã„nderungsmanagement
C. ServiceÃ¼bergang
D. Servicestrategie
Answer: A
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